Telecom

Rugged Reliability. Anywhere You Need It.
Great Products Are Just the Beginning.

Today’s telecommunications radio equipment is incredibly sophisticated and extremely expensive. To protect it you need climate control products you know you can trust. Bard Manufacturing’s distinctive wall-mount telecom units helped define the market with unparalleled reliability and efficiency. The world’s biggest telecommunications providers know they can count on Bard for both innovative solutions and rugged durability. But just as impressive as our products is the way Bard does business.

Training
Once you purchase a Bard unit, that’s just the beginning. We offer extensive training so everyone on your team fully understands the ins and outs of our telecommunication units. Our training covers everything: safety, routine maintenance, peak efficiency, warranties and more. Through in-person classes, webinars, online postings and printed materials, Bard can train your maintenance and service teams in all aspects of Bard products and telecom applications.

Distribution
Bard has the best distribution network in the industry, hands down. So however remote your location, just about anywhere in the world, chances are, Bard has you covered with the parts you need. So, you won’t be stuck with downtime waiting for parts. And, with a world-wide presence, Bard distributors can be found around the globe as your markets expand.

Bard Tech Team
When you choose Bard, you get more than great products. You also get a fully-staffed team of experienced professional technicians to help you at every step. We can even work with your engineers in the planning stage to ensure the best outcomes. Our tech team provides phenomenal service and something even more, valuable accountability and peace of mind.

Trusted Products.
Advanced Innovation.

Bard telecommunication units deliver the quality, reliability and durability the industry demands. Sophisticated controls and economizers are combined with Bard’s distinctive streamlined designs for easy serviceability and unsurpassed reliability to deliver the complete package necessary for telecommunications.

Take a look at some of the products we offer. Then give your Bard representative a call for the most advanced protection in the industry.
Full-Flow Economizer
Boost efficiency to significantly higher levels, often averaging as high as 60% in some areas.
> Significantly extends equipment life by reducing mechanical run-time
> Energy cost savings result in standard ROI rate of less than one year
> Reduces expensive demand utility peak rates
> Retrofit capability to 1993 – an industry exclusive for wall-mount economizers

MC4000 & MV4000
Bard’s most advanced solid-state dual unit lead/lag control.
> Ultimate alarm flexibility
> Adaptable with or without alarm boards
> Programmable electronic design with digital readout
> Internet access capability
> De-humidification control option available
> Wide scope of alarm capabilities
> Spanish panel available

TEC40 Electronic Multi-Stage Controller
Controls up to three or four single stage AC units or two 2 – stage AC units in a Lead/Lag configuration.
> Optimized internal control system with intuitive design

Wall-Mount Air Conditioners
The world’s leading wall-mount AC provider.
> Available in one to six-ton nominal cooling capacities
> Left or right-hand electrical panel and compressor access
> Factory or field-installed economizer ventilation packages for low-cost, non-compressor cooling (weather permitting)
> Fully modulating design with built-in exhaust damper
> Factory or field-installed heat strip components

> Low amp emergency cooling enables use of smaller back-up generators
> Industry’s most weather-resistant hood to keep rain and snow out
> Able to run on enthalpy or dry bulb temperature criteria
> Qualifies for significant utility rebate and kw cost reduction in many areas
> Helps achieve Green Building status
> New 11 EER unit available as DC voltage-free cooling
Bard Warranties
Bard Manufacturing backs up our products with the most comprehensive warranties in the industry. See your Bard Manufacturing representative for more information.

Bard Manufacturing. Earning Your Business for 100 Years.
One hundred years. That’s how long Bard Manufacturing has been in business. That’s a long time in any field, but especially the competitive HVAC industry. So how has Bard managed to succeed for so long? We believe it’s because we work to earn our customers’ business – every day. We work tirelessly to provide outstanding service that both earns business and builds loyalty. Our technical expertise, a flexible manufacturing process, personalized attention and accessible support make all the difference. Of course, innovative products like our rugged and reliable telecommunication units help, too. Bard Manufacturing. Working with you since 1914.